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Non-GDP Indicators Suggest a Recession
Isn’t Here Yet
Key takeaways
» The 10-year Treasury rate fell 36 bps, while IG credit spreads also narrowed
11 bps for the month. This led to the ICE BofA/Merrill Lynch 1–10 Year US
Corporate Index returning 2.46% this month.
» The Fed continued to move aggressively against inflation. The July Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC) meeting resulted in an additional 75 bps increase in the
federal funds target to a range of 2.25% to 2.50%.
» Economic activity continued to weaken as high and rising inflation exacted its toll
on consumers and business finances.
» We feel IG credit fundamentals are strong. Corporations entered the downturn
with solid balance sheets, and the refinancing wave of the last two years leaves
them insulated from issuing into the higher rate environment.
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Recap
Investor attention shifted in July from inflation to the growing
likelihood of a global economic slowdown. Treasury rates fell
sharply as investors looked for safety, resulting in the best
month of performance for investment-grade (IG) corporate
bonds since April 2020. As the month progressed, despite the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) setting new year-over-year and
month-over-month cycle highs, significant declines in industrial
materials—particularly energy—suggested that inflation was
peaking. The Federal Reserve again increased the federal funds
target rate by 75 basis points (bps), and the European Central
Bank joined the rapidly growing number of monetary authorities
that have tightened policy rates.
Against this backdrop, the 10-year Treasury rate fell 36 bps,
while IG credit spreads also narrowed 11 bps for the month. This
led to the ICE BofA/Merrill Lynch 1–10 Year US Corporate Index
returning 2.46% this month. While the fall in the Treasury rates
accounted for most of the return, narrowing IG credit spreads
also contributed to the strongly positive total return for the month.
Spreads in all sectors narrowed as risk tolerance increased.
As for credit quality, high yield (HY) handily outperformed
investment grade. Inside IG, A- and higher-rated securities
performed in line with BBB securities.
Economic activity continued to weaken as high and rising inflation
exacted its toll on consumers and business finances. While
employment remained generally strong, the four-week initial
jobless claims average continued to rise. Other forward-looking
metrics also continue to weaken: The Conference Board
Leading Economic Index, a composite reading of 10 leading
economic indicators, declined for the fourth consecutive month.
The sharp slowdown in the Institute of Supply Management (ISM)
Report on Manufacturing, particularly the new orders component,
also supports the weakening theme.
The -0.9% initial estimate of second-quarter gross domestic
product (GDP) followed a -1.6% first-quarter decline. While two
consecutive quarters of negative GDP growth provides a reliable
recession marker for investors, the National Bureau of Economic
Research (NBER) and its Business Cycle Dating Committee don’t
date recessions this way. They consider a wide array of economic
data in addition to GDP, including employment, real consumer
spending, real personal income, and the duration and depth of the
contraction. Based on those additional factors, the economy may in
fact be avoiding a recession. Many economists make the argument
that a recession can’t be happening while employment remains this
strong. They fail to consider that both employment and inflation
badly lag changes in the federal funds rate. In practical terms, this
means it takes months before changes in the policy rate are
reflected in economic indicators. This “long and variable lag”
problem makes it very difficult for a central bank to fine-tune policy
and significantly increases the odds of a policy error.
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The Fed continued to move aggressively against inflation. The
July Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting resulted
in an additional 75 bps increase in the federal funds target to a
range of 2.25% to 2.50%. This brings the total rate increases to
225 bps over the last four FOMC meetings. At the post-meeting
press conference, Fed chair Jerome Powell said it’s “likely
appropriate to slow increases at some point” and that any
further increases will be “data dependent.” By returning to
the meeting-by-meeting data-dependent status of past Feds,
he underscored just how difficult the current environment is.

Looking ahead
Dwindling forward guidance will make markets more vulnerable
to policy surprises. Interestingly, markets are now pricing a rate
cut in early 2023. As the Fed is clearly prioritizing inflation over
employment and the economy, we think a pivot is unlikely. With
the next FOMC meeting not scheduled until September, the Fed
will have the benefit of seeing two additional CPI reports before
deciding on its next move.
While inflation may be peaking, there’s still significant pricing
pressure in the pipeline. Housing, which is about one-third of
headline CPI, is only beginning to be reflected. We believe the
prospect of inflation returning any time soon to the Fed’s 2%
average target is limited. Europe and Asia are also suffering
inflation and business slowdowns. On a brighter note, both
personal and corporate balance sheets remain solid, and
overstock in retail inventories and declines in gasoline prices
should provide some relief to consumers. We see few signs of
systemic stress, aside from the difficulty that the strong dollar is
creating in emerging markets, which we’re monitoring closely.
In terms of portfolio positioning, we feel IG credit fundamentals
are strong. Corporations entered the downturn with solid balance
sheets, and the refinancing wave of the last two years leaves
them insulated from issuing into the higher rate environment.
In fact, interest coverage is at a record high of 12.8 times. Our
analysts continue to see only modest deterioration in the balance
sheets of the names we invest in, and the upgrade-to-downgrade
ratio remains positive. From a maturity perspective, the corporate
yield curve has flattened over the past few months, and the
spread between 10-year and five-year corporate yields has
narrowed. This means the short end of the yield curve now
offers a significant percentage of the yield available in the
intermediate part of the curve.
The index data referenced herein is the property of ICE Data
Indices, LLC, its affiliates (“ICE”), and its third-party suppliers.
ICE and its affiliates and third-party suppliers accept no liability
in connection with its use.
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About
Parametric Portfolio Associates LLC (“Parametric”),
headquartered in Seattle, is registered as an
investment advisor with the US Securities and
Exchange Commission under the Investment Advisers
Act of 1940. Parametric is a leading global asset
management firm, providing investment strategies
and customized exposure management directly to
institutional investors and indirectly to individual
investors through financial intermediaries. Parametric
offers a variety of rules-based investment strategies,
including alpha-seeking equity, fixed income,
alternative, and options strategies. Parametric also
offers implementation services, including customized
equity, traditional overlay, and centralized portfolio
management. Parametric is part of Morgan Stanley
Investment Management, the asset management
division of Morgan Stanley, and offers these capabilities
through offices located in Seattle, Boston, Minneapolis,
New York City, and Westport, Connecticut.
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Disclosures
This material may not be reproduced, in whole or
in part, without the written consent of Parametric.
Parametric and its affiliates are not responsible for
its use by other parties.
This information is intended solely to report
on investment strategies and opportunities
identified by Parametric. Opinions and estimates
offered constitute our judgment and are subject
to change without notice, as are statements
of financial market trends, which are based
on current market conditions. We believe the
information provided here is reliable but do
not warrant its accuracy or completeness.
This material is not intended as an offer or
solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial
instrument. Past performance is not indicative of
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future results. The views and strategies described
may not be suitable for all investors. Investing
entails risks, and there can be no assurance that
Parametric will achieve profits or avoid incurring
losses. Parametric and Morgan Stanley do not
provide legal, tax, or accounting advice or services.
Clients should consult with their own tax or legal
advisor prior to entering into any transaction or
strategy described herein.
Charts, graphs, and other visual presentations
and text information were derived from internal,
proprietary, or service vendor technology sources
or may have been extracted from other firm
databases. As a result, the tabulation of certain
reports may not precisely match other published
data. Data may have originated from various
sources, including, but not limited to, Bloomberg,
MSCI/Barra, FactSet, or other systems and
programs. Parametric makes no representation or
endorsement concerning the accuracy or propriety
of information received from any third party.
The views expressed in this report are those of
portfolio managers and are current only through
the date stated at the top of this page. These views
are subject to change at any time based on market
or other conditions, and Parametric disclaims any
responsibility to update such views. These views
may not be relied on as investment advice and,
because investment decisions are based on many
factors, may not be relied on as an indication of
trading intent on behalf of any Parametric strategy.
This commentary may contain statements that
are not historical facts, referred to as “forwardlooking statements.” The strategy’s actual future
results may differ significantly from those stated
in any forward‑looking statement, depending on
factors such as changes in securities or financial
markets or general economic conditions.

An imbalance in supply and demand in the income
market may result in valuation uncertainties and
greater volatility, less liquidity, widening credit
spreads, and a lack of price transparency in the
market. As interest rates rise, the value of certain
income investments is likely to decline. Investments
in income securities may be affected by changes
in the creditworthiness of the issuer and are
subject to the risk of nonpayment of principal and
interest. The value of income securities also may
decline because of real or perceived concerns
about the issuer’s ability to make principal and
interest payments. While certain US government–
sponsored agencies may be chartered or
sponsored by acts of Congress, their securities
are neither issued nor guaranteed by the US
Treasury. Mortgage- and asset-backed securities
are subject to credit, interest rate, prepayment,
and extension risk. Derivative instruments can
be used to take both long and short positions, be
highly volatile, result in economic leverage (which
can magnify losses), and involve risks in addition
to the risks of the underlying instrument on which
the derivative is based, such as counterparty,
correlation, and liquidity risk. Diversification does
not guarantee profit or eliminate the risk of loss.
All contents ©2022 Parametric Portfolio Associates®
LLC. All rights reserved. Parametric Portfolio
Associates® and Parametric with the triangle logo
are trademarks registered in the US Patent and
Trademark Office and certain foreign jurisdictions.
Parametric is headquartered at 800 Fifth
Avenue, Suite 2800, Seattle, WA 98104. For
more information regarding Parametric and
its investment strategies, or to request a
copy of Parametric’s Form ADV or a list of
composites, contact us at 206 694 5500 or visit
www.parametricportfolio.com.
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